
 

More information: www.teambuildinglab.si/incentives;  info@teambuildinglab.si; 031 834 513 

I. THEMATIC 90 MIN SHOWS  
#ready-made #interactive #engaging #fun #education 

 

A) 100% SLOVENIAN STAND-UP SHOW – a modern approach to a Slovenian evening event 

Summary: Did you know that Slovenians own the most tractors per 

capita in the world?  100% SLOVENIAN is multimedia comedy event 
which is hosted by Janez - a very typical Slovenian. He is a funny 

character (stand-up comedian) that will take you on the voyage 

through the country and tell you many interesting facts, stories, 
legends and jokes about Slovenia and its inhabitants.  

Key numbers:  90 minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #Slovenia #stand-up comedy #quiz #games #puzzles  

#fun  

 

B) MY MICRO BREWERY-  entertainment »show« with beer tasting 
Summary: Craft beer is fashionable and Slovenia produces a lot of 

good beer. This fun program is a combination of a basic beer 
brewing workshop, beer tasting and an evening show based on a 

friendly quiz competition. Be careful! There is a clear and present 

danger that your guests will fall in love with Slovenian craft beer 

even if they are not beer drinkers at all.  

Key numbers:  90 minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #beer #quiz #puzzles  #fun  

 
 

 

C) MY WINE CELLAR  - evening entertainment »show« with wine tasting 

Summary: Slovenia is a land of high quality wine. This fun program 

is NOT an evening with a sommelier talking about a taste of 

blueberry and a hint of oak in a glass of wine. It is a unique 
combination of a comedy show, wine tasting, a friendly quiz 
competition and a “virtual” trip through Slovenia. Be careful! Your 

guests might fall in love with Slovenian wines even if they are all 

100% beer drinkers.  

Key numbers:  90 minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #wine #quiz #comedy #puzzles  #fun  

 

 

 

 



 

More information: www.teambuildinglab.si/incentives;  info@teambuildinglab.si; 031 834 513 

II. GEO-LOCATION ADVENTURES   
#adventure #treasure hunt #piran #istria 

  
 

A) THE LOST PIRATE TREASURE OF PIRAN  

Summary: Forget the classic treasure hunt – this is a true 

adventure worthy of Indiana Jones The tasks and challenges will 

take you to some of the most authentic and unlikely spots in the 
town, where you will uncover clues and items and finally put them 

together to unlock the long-lost treasure of Piran. You will meet 
some true pirates along the way, even a Jack Sparrow look-alike. 

Key numbers: 180 minutes, 20 - 300 people 

Key words: #adventure #old town #puzzles #fun #moviemaking  

 

 

B) PIRAN FILM FESTIVAL 
Summary: This is a treasure hunt with a movie-making twist. We 

will present you with interesting challenges that will take you 

through the picturesque town of Piran, where you will  look for 

hidden spots, communicate with locals, perform fun tasks and 
film a few short videos with your smart phones. The videos will 

be put together and later shown as one video as the “grand finale” 

of the event.  

Key numbers: 180 minutes, 20 - 300 people 

Key words: #adventure #old town #puzzles #fun #moviemaking  

 

 

C) ECO-CULINARY ADVENTURES – A geo-location cooking adventure through Istria 

Summary: This is a a geo-location game, which includes 

travelling through the countryside, interacting with locals, 
discovering the final location and finally, team cooking. You will 

experience everything that Istria is famous four: The Adriatic sea 

(and its quality fish), romantic vineyards and hill-top farms and 

villlages with delicious local produce. 

Key numbers:  180-240 minutes, 20 - 100 people 

Key words: #show cooking #Slovenian food #local ingredients 

#gamified #team cooking  

 

 

 

 



 

More information: www.teambuildinglab.si/incentives;  info@teambuildinglab.si; 031 834 513 

III. IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES  

#theme parties # murder myster # larp #escape) 

 

A) THEME PARTIES - Fancy dress, games and a lot of fun 

Summary: This program is best experienced in a privatized hotel or 

restaurant. It is easy and fun for the participants. The games are 

mostly off-stage and non-invasive (exhibition system). Thus, player 
type of people can have an intensive experience, while the non-
players will have fun observing, eating and drinking. 1920s and 

Casino theme are the most popular, but we organize superb theme 

events on many other themes.  

Key numbers:  180 + minutes, 20 - 1000 people 

Key words: #party #games #fun #music  #food and drinks  

 

 

B) CSI PORTOROŽ MURDER MYSTERIES -  Joint a team of investigators and solve a murder 

Summary: The guests will become teams of investigators that will 

interact with a group of actors playing the hotel staff and other 
persons acting as suspects and witnesses. This program is fun, 

intensive and full of surprises as the game progresses. We 

recommend a thematic, 1920s version of the program, that is 

happening in an underground mafia establishment. 
Key numbers:  90-120 minutes, 20 - 200 people 

Key words: #CSI investigation #collaboration #brain games 

#adventure #fun 

 

 

 

C) THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE BLUE SEAGULL – mobile escape room on a boat (or not) 
Summary: The Brotherhood of a Blue Seagull is a sea-themed 
mobile escape room that is best experienced on a boat. The 

guests will be greeted by a strict Captain that is looking for a new 

crew that will leave for an adventure on high seas. If you want to 

join the Captain you will need to pass an interesting “escape 

room” type of challenge and survive the final ritual. 

Key numbers:  60-90 minutes, 10-40 people 

Key words: #escape room #collaboration #fun #brain games 

#challenges #adventure 

 

 

 



 

More information: www.teambuildinglab.si/incentives;  info@teambuildinglab.si; 031 834 513 

 

 

D) THE GRAND SPEAKEASY - Live action mafia game  
Summary: This is the most demanding game for the participants 

but also the most rewarding. You will pick up a character in a 
fictional world, try to complete several missions and eventually, 
to survive in a dangerous world of the mafia underworld. Larp - 

live action role playing is a fully immersive game, with food, 

drinks, protocol of the evening and several non-playing-

characters running the show. 

Key numbers:  90-240 minutes, 10 - 150 people 

Key words: #live actin role playing #larp #fun #evening 

entertainment #challenges 

 

 

 

IV. ABOUT US 
#eventdesign #ready-made programs #bespoke events #live experience design 

 

We are an event management company specialising in 

extraordinary experiences. We offer more than 50 ready-made 
experiental programs for groups and we also create custom 

made solutions for event marketing projects, evening shows, 

inspirational events, team buildings, live themed parties and 

gamified events. We design experiences on the basis of our own 

Live Experience Design methodology (www.orehovgaj.si/lxd). 

We are world leaders in immersive escape programs for larger 

groups that are combination of storytelling, immersive theatre 

and live-action-role-playing. The TeamBuildingLab is part of the 

Walnut grove group, which also includes a venue and catering 

service. 

 

        Photo (our escape room the Dragon Temple in Ljubljana, Slovenia). 


